In recent papers, R. Jajte and B. L. R. Shawyer have proved that under certain conditions a series summable by a Borel-type or absolute Borel-type method of summability is also summable by the Abel or absolute Abel method of summability to the same sum. In the present paper, the Abel method is replaced by the more general Abel-type method, giving similar results for ordinary, strong and absolute summability.
Introduction.
It is known that the Abel method and the Borel exponential method of summability are not equivalent, but that under certain conditions, both methods sum the same series to the same sum [4] . This was recently extended in one direction, to the conditions under which a series summable by a Borel-type method is also summable by the Abel method [5] . The last result was extended to absolute summability by one of the present authors [ö] . The object of this paper is to replace the Abel method by the more general Abel-type method and give results for ordinary, strong and absolute summability. Proof. Since s"-xr iA\) implies i"-xr (Aß) for all \>p> -1 [2], we may assume that X is an integer, and so by Lemma 3,
Therefore by Lemma 2, s"-xr (A\) for all X> -1. Finally, we give the corresponding result for absolute summability.
Theorem 4. If s"-xr \B, a, ß\, then sn-xr J ^4x| for all X> -1.
Proof. Since sn-^o \A\\ implies sn^>ff |^4x+s| for all ô>0 [7] , we may assume that X is an integer, and then the rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, except that Lemma 3 is replaced by Lemma 4. Both series are assumed to be convergent for all /S:0. We note that the "B"' methods and the "A"' methods are obtained by formally replacing Sa,ß(x) by Aa,ß(x), o-\(y) by U\(y) and ff by a -sN-i.. respectively.
The following results are known ( [3] and [8] respectively). With these, it is easy to show that in Theorems 1-4, either B or A, or both, may be replaced by B' or A', or both, respectively.
